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Arbitrary particle movementAbstract This paper implemented two well-known semi-empirical procedures to estimate the
dimensions of the three phase horizontal vessel. We then exercised a comprehensive Computational
Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulation to investigate the three phase separation phenomenon within
each vessel. The results of numerical calculation in terms of three phase fluid profiles, separation
performance and secondary particles behavior were analyzed. Furthermore, the particles kinetic
energy and mass distribution of the secondary phases were calculated on the different planes within
the separators to evaluate the microscopic features of the phase separation process. At the design
stage, numerical calculation results alone did not address an optimize outcomes. However, CFD
simulation offered a powerful guidelines for comparison between different semi-empirical
approaches and understanding how large to build a vessel.
 2016 Egyptian Petroleum Research Institute Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Three phase separator is a large vessel used for separating the
produced well head fluids into gas, oil and water fractions.
Separation vessel is the initial processing equipment which
has a great influence on the capacity of the entire facility. Inap-
propriate design of multiphase separator causes some sort of
trouble and reduces surface equipment efficiency.For sizing a horizontal separator it is necessary to choose a
seam to seam vessel length and a diameter [1]. In the semi-
empirical method, separator dimensions are calculated to
allow different phases to reach the equilibrium and separate
from each other. Although useful guide lines are provided by
this approach, crucial information, affecting the separator
performance, is not considered [2].
The fundamental weaknesses of the semi-empirical method
illustrate the need of a more comprehensive method for the
three phase separator design. CFD simulation is a through
and detailed method which is routinely used to design surface
facilities and optimize chemical process equipment. There
are two strategies for dealing with multiphase flow, the), http://
2 A. Ghaffarkhah et al.Eulerian–Lagrangian specification and the Eulerian–Eulerian
specification. The Eulerian–Lagrangian strategy deals with
the continuous fluid phase as a continuum by solving
Navier–Stokes equation, while the secondary phase particles
are tracked as their moves through space & time. On the other
hand, the Eulerian–Eulerian strategy mathematically focuses
on the fluid motion on a specific location in space.
The former numerical studies on three phase separator gen-
erally focus on the Eulerian–Eulerian framework. However,
there are literatures that make use of the Eulerian–Lagrangian
specification. Kharoua et al. (2012) performed CFD
simulations in order to modify a production separator [3].
The appropriate design for new internals was conducted to
increase separator performance. A schoepentoeter device
superseded the old momentum breaker, an agglomerator was
designed and placed near the gas outlet, two perforated plates
were used in order to modify the internal flow behavior and a
battery of cyclones called spiral flow was utilized at the gas
outlet. The noted RANS turbulence k–e model and Eule-
rian–Eulerian multiphase approach were used to study the
flow pattern inside the separator. CFD base simulation antic-
ipated separation improvement as a result of using the new set
of internals. For most part, the results of this study were in
agreement with field performance data. However, it should
be noted that liquid droplet breakup was not taken into con-
sideration and all results were obtained using a single average
representative diameter. These questionable assumptions
caused some abnormal results, such as larger amount of water
in oil outlet. Kharoua et al. (2013) presented a CFD model to
analyze the performance and internal multiphase flow behav-
ior in a three phase separator [2]. In this study, the separator
was a horizontal gravity vessel with a diameter of 3.4 meters
and length of 14 meters. The turbulent multiphase flow was
simulated by using the standard k–e model and two different
multiphase models. The first case was completed with Eule-
rian–Eulerian specification and mono-dispersed secondary
phase without considering the effect of coalescence and break
up of secondary phases. In the second case, regarding complex
phenomena such as the size distribution, coalescence and
break up of secondary phases, the Population Balanced Model
(PBM) was used. Three different liquid particle distributions
were conducted to determine the effect of the size distribution
of the secondary phase on the performance of the separator.
The simulation results accented the importance of the sec-
ondary phase distribution in predicting the performance of
the internal flow behavior. However, PBM was applied to
one liquid phase and the other liquid phase is represented by
mono-dispersed distribution. Vilagines and Akhras (2010) pre-
sented a CFD study to evaluate the effect of new internals on
the efficiency of the three phase separator with a 45.5 m length
and a diameter of 4.26 m [4]. The shear stress transport turbu-
lence model and three phase Eulerian model were conducted to
simulate the multiphase flow. The numerical calculation results
in terms of velocity profiles and density contours revealed that
the separation efficiency was significantly improved by using
the new set of internals. In this case a single representative
diameter was assumed for the water droplets and gas bubbles.
Accordingly, the effect of secondary phase distribution was not
taken to the consideration. Laleh et al. (2011) applied
numerical calculation to study the fluid flow behavior in fourPlease cite this article in press as: A. Ghaﬀarkhah et al., Application of CFD for desig
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpe.2016.06.003pilot-plant-scale two phase separators [5]. In this paper, two
simulation approaches, the Discrete Particle Method (DPM)
and the combination of DPM and Volume of Fluid (VOF)
model, were conducted to simulate the multiphase flow; more-
over, the well-known k–e turbulence model was used because
of its simplicity and received accuracy. The simulation results
demonstrated that the combination of DPM and VOF model
was more reliable than DPM in terms of predicted separation
efficiency. Laleh et al. (2012 and 2013) used DPM, VOF and
k–e turbulence model to develop a realistic CFD simulation
in order to debottleneck a field three phase separator [6,7].
The flow distributing baffles and wire mesh demister were
modeled as a porous zone. Furthermore, the size distribution,
coalescence and breakup of the secondary phase were
accounted by using the DPM approach. In this study, the dis-
persion of particles due to turbulence in the back ground phase
was ignored. CFD results demonstrated that minor
adjustments could not alleviate the separation inefficiencies.
Therefore, the semi-empirical method and realistic separation
parameters that resulted from CFD modeling were used to
design an optimum separator.
In the present study, the semi-empirical procedures were
used to calculate the separator dimensions. The results were
analyzed by a comprehensive and detailed CFD method. For
simulation purpose, two multiphase models, VOF and DPM,
were combined with k–e turbulence model. The Discrete
Random Wall (DRW) model was implemented to include
the effect of arbitrary particle movement due to immediate tur-
bulence velocity alternation. The purpose of the CFD study is
to compare the separation performance and internal flow
behavior when different semi-empirical methods implemented.
The details of semi-empirical and CFD approach are presented
in the following sections.
1.1. Semi-empirical method
In the semi-empirical method, the separator length and diam-
eter are chosen in order to allow the water and oil droplets to
separate from the continuous gas phase and reach to equilib-
rium. The first step of the conventional design method is to
accurately calculate the terminal setting velocity of the small
droplets in gas phase. Considering the uniform droplet size,
the settling velocity is determined by following equation [8]:
Vt ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4 106gdp
3cd
ql  qg
ql
 s
ð1Þ
where Vt is terminal settling velocity in m/s, g is gravity accel-
eration m/s2, dp is liquid droplet diameter in lm, ql and qg are
liquid phase and gas phase densities in kg/m3 and cd is the drag
coefficient which is equal to [1]:
Cd ¼ 24
Re
þ 3
Re2
þ 0:34 ð2Þ
here, Re is Reynold Number.
Using the droplet settling theory, a set of programs was
developed for sizing the three phase separator with Arnold
and Stewart and Monnery and Svrcek procedure [1,9]. The
most important equations of this software package are sum-
marized below.ning conventional three phase oilﬁeld separator, Egypt. J. Petrol. (2016), http://
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D ¼ 4ðvH þ vSÞ
0:5pðL=DÞ
 1=3
ð3Þ
where D is separator diameter in m, vH is hold volume in m
3, vS
is surge volume in m3 and ðL=DÞ is slenderness ratio.
Lss ¼ vH þ vS
AT  Ag  ðAHL  ALLÞ ð4Þ
here, Lss is seam to seam length of separator in m, Ag is
separator area occupied by gas in m2, AHL is interface area
occupied by heavy liquid in m2, AT is separator cross section
area in m2 and ALL is interface area occupied by light liquid
in m2.
1.3. Arnold and Stewart procedures [1]
DLeff ¼ 0:345
TZQg
P
 
qg
ql  qg
 
CD
dp
 1=2
ð5Þ
where Leff is effective length of the vessel in m, T is operating
temperature in K, Qg is gas flow rate in scm/h, P is operation
pressure in kpa, and Z is gas compressibility.
D2Leff ¼ 0:042½Qw  trw þQo  tro ð6Þ
here, Qw is water flow rate in m
3=s; trw is water retention time
in min, Qo is oil flow rate in m
3=s and tro is oil retention time in
min.
The final vessel dimensions were chosen based on slender-
ness ratio, the ratio of length to diameter of the separator.
From the previous studies, it could be understood that the
total expenditure and separator performance are impressed
by the slenderness ratio. Table 1 demonstrates the slenderness
ratio values employed by the Arnold and Stewart and
Monnery and Svrcek procedures.2. CFD modeling
2.1. Physical model and computational mesh
Based on semi-empirical method two physical models were cal-
culated in this study. Designing with Monnery and Svrcek pro-
cedure, the horizontal vessel was 46 in (116.84 cm) diameter
and seam to seam length of 16 ft (487.68 cm). On the other
hand, the Arnold and Stewart separator was 16 ft
(487.68 cm) seam to seam length and the diameter of which
was 60 in (152.4 cm).
Mesh was generated by tetrahedral/hybrid scheme. For
each vessel, the main physical domain was divided into fiveTable 1 Slenderness ratio guidelines.
Monnery and Svrcek Arnold and Stewart
Pressure (kPa) Slenderness ratio Slenderness ratio
0 < p 6 1724 1.5–3.0
1724 < p 6 3447 3.0–4.0 3.0–5.0
3447 < p 4.0–6.0
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method was utilized. Fig. 1 represents the physical model
and specific mesh generation of Monnery and Svrcek and
Arnold and Stewart separator. A mesh independence test
was conducted in this study. The grids count were increased
until the same results were observed within each vessel. The
outcomes of this meshing method for the Arnold and Stewart
separator are revealed in Fig. 2. The grid system with total
number of 893,443 cells was used for this case. Toward a more
detailed understanding of mesh modality, the total number of
mesh, the overall mesh quality in terms of skewness factor and
the maximum aspect ratio and squish factor for both cases are
shown in Table 2.2.2. Specify boundary condition and material properties
In this study, a velocity inlet boundary type and volume frac-
tions of secondary phase were imposed on the separator inlet.
In order to control the gas–oil and oil–water interface the
velocity outlet boundary condition and proper volume frac-
tions, as a pure secondary phase, were set at the oil and water
outlets. Moreover, for the separator gas outlet, the pressure
outlet and volume fraction, as a pure gas, were utilized. The
turbulent equation parameters in the boundary zones were
defined by the hydraulic diameter and turbulence intensity.
For the DPM, the inlet and outlet boundaries were set as an
escape zone while the walls of oil and water zones were
assumed as a trap area. Using the particle tracking process,
it was decided that the droplets reaching the separator walls
(other than the walls of oil and water zones) reflected and lost
their momentum.
For analyzing the multiphase fluid flow behavior and
design the three phase separator, the material properties were
taken from one of the Iranian south reservoirs. The physical
properties of fluids are represented in Table 3.
Considering the size distribution in the fluid domain, the
logarithmic Rosin–Rammler equation was used [11]:
YðdÞ ¼ 1 exp dd
 n
ð7Þ
where YðdÞ is the mass fraction function, n is the Rosin–
Rammler exponent at which described the material uniformity,
d is Rosin–Rammler diameter in lm and d particle diameter in
lm. Kharoua et al. (2013) used a size distribution model with a
spread parameter of 2.6 and three different average diameter
(150, 500, 800 for water and 50, 80, 140 lm for oil) [2]. Hal-
langer et al. (1996) utilized a secondary water particle distribu-
tion with an average diameter of 250 lm and spread parameter
equal to 3 for seven different particle classes [12]. Based on
maximum stable droplet size and the nature of multiphase
flow, Laleh et al. (2012 and 2013) generated the particle
distribution with a spread diameter of 2.6 and the maximum
diameter equal to about 2270 lm and 4000 lm for oil and
water phase respectively [6,7]. In this work, relying on previous
lectures and field experiences, the maximum, minimum and
average diameter equal to 2000 lm, 150 lm and 500 lm were
set for the water phase. Furthermore, the maximum, minimum
and average diameter of 560 lm, 140 lm and 50 lm were
opted for oil phase. The spread parameter, n, equal to 2.6
was used for both of the oil and water injections.ning conventional three phase oilﬁeld separator, Egypt. J. Petrol. (2016), http://
Figure 1 Physical model and specific mesh generation for (a) Monnery and Svrcek and (b) Arnold and Stewart vessels.
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Figure 2 The results of mesh independence test for the Arnold
and Stewart separator.
Table 3 The physical properties of fluids.
Density (kg/m3) Viscosity (kg/m.s) Mass flow
rate (kg/h)
Gas 99 2E5 115,688
Oil 626.70 1.3E4 16,900
Water 1186.70 8E4 99
4 A. Ghaffarkhah et al.2.3. Mathematical models of turbulent multiphase flows
As mentioned in the introduction, in order to understand the
complex nature of the multiphase flow separation, the combi-Table 2 The total number of mesh and the overall mesh quality.
Skewness
0–0.2
Monnery and Svrcek Density of cells 52.15%
Number of cells 463,844
Total number of cells 889,410
Arnold and Stewart Density of cells 53.23%
Number of cells 475,594
Total number of cells 893,443
Maximum aspect ratio
Monnery and Svrcek 15.93
Arnold and Stewart 14.83
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dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpe.2016.06.003nation of VOF, DPM and k–e turbulence model were imple-
mented. In addition, the random motion of secondary phase
particles due to turbulent velocity fluctuation was induced by
using the DRW model.
2.4. Multiphase modeling
The VOF multiphase model belongs to Eulerian–Eulerian
approach. In this model, a set of momentum and continuity
equation are solved while different phases are not allowed to
spread through each other. The continuity equation (therange
0.2–0.4 0.4–0.6 0.6–0.8 0.8–1.0
37.67% 9.05% 1.13% –
344,098 71,391 10,001 76
24.77% 19.8% 2.2% –
221,328 176,830 19,679 12
Maximum squish factor
0.81
0.81
ning conventional three phase oilﬁeld separator, Egypt. J. Petrol. (2016), http://
Application of CFD in conventional three phase oilfield separator 5volume fraction equation) for one of the phases (phase m) is
given as follows [13,14]:
@
@t
ðamqmÞ þ r  ðamqm~UmÞ ¼ Sm ð8Þ
where U
!
m is the velocity of phase m in m=s
2, Sm is mass source
term in kg=s:m3 and am is the volume fraction of phase m at
which has a value on the closed interval from zero to one.
The above mentioned equation is solved for n1 phases,
whereas, the primary phases volume fraction is determined
based on the following equation:Xn
k¼1
ak ¼ 1 ð9Þ
The momentum equation for VOF model is defined as:
@
@t
ðqU!Þ þr  ðqU!:U!Þ ¼ rqþrsþ qgþ b! ð10Þ
where U
!
is the average fluid phase velocity in m=s2; s is the
viscous stress tensor in N/m3 and b
!
is the external body force
in N=m3.
Interacting with the back ground phase, the Eulerian–
Lagrangian approach (DPM) was used in order to simulate
the micro details of fluid flow behavior. In this model, the sec-
ondary phase particles are tracked based on integrating the fol-
lowing equation:
dup
!
dt
¼ FDð u! up!Þ þ
gðqp  qÞ
qp
þ F! ð11Þ
here, u is the fluid phase velocity in m=s, up is the particle veloc-
ity in m=s, F
!
is additional acceleration due to other forces in
m=s2 and FD is drag function which is modeled as:
FD ¼ 18l
qpd
2
p
CDRe
24
ð12Þ
where CD is drag coefficient, Re is the Reynold number, dp is
particle diameter in lm and l is the molecular viscosity of
the back ground phase in Pa:s.
2.5. Turbulent flow
In the turbulent flow, velocity, pressure, density and other fluid
variables at each specific point randomly change with time.
For calculating the effect of this incessant fluctuation on the
equation of motion the RANS standard k–e viscous model
was used. As shown in the following, this model solves two
transport equations to calculate the turbulent kinetic energy,
k in m2=s2, and turbulent dissipation rate, e in m2=s3, for the
multiphase flow.
@ðqkÞ
@t
þ @ðuiqkÞ
@xi
¼ @
@xj
lþ lt
rk
 
@k
@xj
 
 qeþ b ð13Þ
@
@t
ðqeÞ þ @
@xi
ðuiqeÞ ¼ @
@j
lþ lt
re
  @e
@xj
 
þ bC1 e
k
 qC2 e
2
k
ð14Þ
where b is the production term of turbulence kinetic energy
due to velocity gradients in kg=m:s3 and lt is the turbulent vis-
cosity in Pa:s which is defined as:
lt ¼ qCM
k2
e
ð15ÞPlease cite this article in press as: A. Ghaﬀarkhah et al., Application of CFD for desig
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C1 ¼ 1:44; C2 ¼ 1:92; CM ¼ 0:09; rk ¼ 1; re ¼ 1:3:2.6. The stochastic model
In order to calculate the dispersion of secondary phase parti-
cles due to the velocity fluctuation of the background phase
the stochastic tracking model (DRW model) was utilized.
Because of the nature of turbulent flow, the fluid phase
velocity, u, in the DPM tracking model is divided into two
parts:
u ¼ uþ u0 ð16Þ
where u is the mean velocity in m=s and u0 is the velocity fluc-
tuation of continuous phase in m=s. When the k–e turbulent
model is used along with DRW model, the value of u0 is
defined by:
u0 ¼ G
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2k
3
r
ð17Þ
here G is the unit variance normally distributed random num-
ber. The value of G remains constant until eddies reach the end
of their life or the particles cross over eddies. The eddy life time
(te) is calculated as follows:
te ¼ 2tL ð18Þ
here tL is the particle Lagrangian integral time in s, which is
given as:
tL ¼
Z 1
0
u0pðtÞu0pðtþ sÞ
u0pðtÞ2
ds ð19Þ
where s is the time spent in turbulent motion along the particle
path in s.
Moreover, for calculating the particles eddy crossing time,
the following equation is utilized:
tcross ¼ r ln 1 Le
rðu upÞ
				
				 ð20Þ
where r is a particle relaxation time in s and Le is the eddy
length scale in m.
3. Result and discussion
In summary, two well-known semi empirical design method,
Arnold and Stewart and Monnery and Svrcek, were exploited
to calculate the separator dimensions for specific production
well head fluid. Then, the comprehensive CFD model was
applied for comparing the internal flow status of each
separator. The results of numerical calculation in terms of fluid
profile, separation performance and DPM particle behavior
are presented in this section.
3.1. Three phase flow profile
Velocity vectors for Monnery and Svrcek and Arnold and
Stewart separator are shown in Fig. 3. For Monnery and
Svrcek case, the value of fluid velocity inside the gravity
separation zone was higher than Arnold and Stewart case.
Generally, this higher velocity inside the gas rich upper part
of Monnery and Svrcek separator intensified the amount ofning conventional three phase oilﬁeld separator, Egypt. J. Petrol. (2016), http://
Figure 3 Velocity vectors for (a) Arnold Stewart (b) and Monnery and Svrcek separators.
Figure 4 Turbulent kinetic energy, k, for (a) Arnold Stewart (b) and Monnery and Svrcek separators.
6 A. Ghaffarkhah et al.liquid carried over toward the gas outlet. Moreover, a small
rotation zone was detected above the oil outlet for both cases.
This obstacle can be overcome by using the proper vortex
breaker in the oil outlet.
Fig. 4 represents the profile of the turbulent kinetic energy,
k, for both conditions. It is obvious that, the Monnery and
Svrcek case exhibits higher turbulent energy than the Arnold
and Stewart case. This at least increases the mixing tendency
of the different phases inside the three phase separators. It
should be noted that, the distributing baffle can be used in order
to decrease the turbulent intensity and fluid recirculation.
The simulation result in terms of fluid density inside Mon-
nery and Svrcek and Arnold and Stewart separators are pre-
sented in Table 4. Three major zones (gas reach zone, oil
zone and water zone) were illustrated for each separator.
Owing to liquid re-entraining process, the density of gas phase
below the gas outlet was higher than the density of pure gas for
both cases.Please cite this article in press as: A. Ghaﬀarkhah et al., Application of CFD for desig
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpe.2016.06.003As is shown in Table 4, the higher oil density inside the oil
bucket and lower water density next to the water outlet of the
Monnery and Svrcek vessel were estimated, this is mainly
because of the inappropriate oil -water separation. However,
almost stratified gas–oil and oil–water interfaces in conjunc-
tion with low foaming tendency were also predicted by numer-
ical calculation.
3.2. Separation performance
The oil and water mass distribution and therefore, the three
phase separator performance were predicted by using the
DPM. In Arnold and Stewart vessel, 4.43% of oil particles
exited through gas outlet. On the other hand, 21.7% of oil dro-
plets escaped from gas outlet of Monnery and Svrcek separa-
tor. Note that for the both cases there was no water droplet
at the gas outlet. Accounting for the injected water, 2.91%
and 3.193% of water droplets escaped from the oil outlet ofning conventional three phase oilﬁeld separator, Egypt. J. Petrol. (2016), http://
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Figure 5 The mass percentage of (a) the oil and (b) water
droplets inside the gas reach zone.
Table 4 The simulation result in terms of fluid density.
Fluid density inside
the oil bucket (kg/m3)
Fluid density in gas
reach zone (kg/m3)
Fluid density next to
the water outlet (kg/m3)
Arnold and Stewart case 703 101.8 1181
Monnery and Svrcek case 813 108.3 1063.3
Application of CFD in conventional three phase oilfield separator 7Arnold and Stewart and Monnery and Svrcek vessels
respectively.
For the closer look at separation of the water and oil phases
from gas phase, multiple planes were located inside the gas
reach zone of the both vessels. For each of these planes, the
amounts of secondary phase mass fraction were calculated
based on the particles tracing results. As it is obvious in the
Fig. 5a, the oil droplets were separated more easily from gas
continues phase in the Arnold and Stewart separator. Fig. 5bTable 5 Droplets size distribution in the gas and oil outlet.
Particle distribution
parameter
Monnery and Svrcek
Oil injection at gas
outlet
Water injectio
outlet
d (m) 7.91E5 6.69E4
dmax (m) 1.91E4 4.74E4
dmin (m) 5E5 8.43E4
Standard deviation 1.421E5 1.42E4
Please cite this article in press as: A. Ghaﬀarkhah et al., Application of CFD for desig
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpe.2016.06.003reveals the mass percentage of the water droplets for the
Arnold and Stewart and Monnery and Svrcek vessel. For both
cases the water droplets were completely separated from gas
phase and no water droplets were recorded in the gas outlet.
However, the water particles reached to the oil–water interface
more quickly in the Arnold and Stewart vessel. The rapid sep-
aration of water droplets from gas phase reduced the amount
of water particles in the oil phase next to the oil weir which in
turn resulted into the better water–oil separation for the
Arnold and Stewart separator.
The diameter distributions of the secondary phase droplets
in the gas and oil outlet are shown in Table 5. For the
Monnery and Svrcek separator the demister element may fill
with oil and cause a lot of problems. However, all oil droplets
which exited from the gas outlet of Arnold and Stewart case
had a diameter less than 100 microns. In this situation a mist
eliminator device might work properly inside the vessel.
3.3. DPM particle behavior
To evaluate the factors affecting the quality of the separator
process, the Eulerian–Lagrangian approach (DPM) was used.
In this model, by solving the equation of motion, the injected
particles are tracked until they reach the trap or escape zone.
Meanwhile, the particle variables such as the diameter distri-
bution, velocity magnitude, position, density and particle Rey-
nolds number are recorded at different location.
The microscopic features of secondary phase particle sepa-
ration can be studied by using the concept of kinetic energy.
This type of energy is completely related to the particle motion.
In this study, several surfaces are modeled and put into
each separator to compute the kinetic energy of the particles.
Fig. 6a represents the kinetic energy of the water particles
inside the gas reach zone of the Arnold and Stewart and Mon-
nery and Svrcek vessels. For the Arnold and Stewart model,
the water particles have a lower kinetic energy than the Mon-
nery and Svrcek model. Because of that, the particles are sep-
arated in easier and faster manner in this vessel.
Fig. 6b shows the kinetic energy of the oil particles inside
the separator. In the Monnery and Svrcek case, the particles
kinetic energy increases from specific point of the separator.Arnold and Stewart
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Figure 6 The kinetic energy of (a) the water and (b) oil particles
inside the gas reach zone.
8 A. Ghaffarkhah et al.This phenomenon indicates the oil carries over inside the Mon-
nery and Svrcek vessel which in turn results in the lower oil–
gas separation performance.
By comparing the results presented in Figs. 5 and 6, it can
be concluded that the mass distribution of the secondary phase
particles inside the gas reach zone of vessels increased by
increasing the particle kinetic energy which in turn resulted
in the existence of more oil droplets at gas outlet and lower
oil–water separation performance.
4. Conclusion
Using two well-known semi-empirical models, Arnold and Ste-
wart and Monnery and Svrcek procedures, the dimensions of
the multi-phase separator were calculated. Two multiphase
models, VOF and DPM, were combined with k–e turbulence
model to analyze the separation performance and the complex
behavior of fluids inside the three phase separator. In order to
include the effect of background phase velocity fluctuation on
the secondary phase particle movement, the DRW model was
utilized.
The outcomes of CFD simulations showed that the values
of velocity magnitude and turbulent kinetic energy (k) forPlease cite this article in press as: A. Ghaﬀarkhah et al., Application of CFD for desig
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejpe.2016.06.003Monnery and Svrcek case were higher than the Arnold and
Stewart case. Regarding this, the amount of liquid carried over
inside the Monnery and Svrcek separator increased. Further-
more, the inefficient oil–water separation was predicted for
the Monnery and Svrcek vessel by using the simulation results
in terms of density profiles.
The simulation outcomes in terms of oil and water mass
distribution showed that the efficiency of Arnold and Stewart
separator was greater than Monnery and Svrcek vessel.
The particles kinetic energy inside the gas reach zone for
each separator was calculated by using DPM. Simulation
results clearly revealed that the mass distribution of the sec-
ondary phase droplets increased by increasing the particle
kinetic energy which in turn resulted in the existence of more
oil droplets at gas outlet and lower oil–water separation
performance.
Although numerical simulations alone did not address opti-
mization outcomes, powerful guidelines were obtained by
comparing the results of different configurations. This gave
more confidence for applying the CFD method in conjunction
with the semi-empirical procedures at the stage of designing.
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